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This Art Deco building was constructed on the foundation of an unfinished hotel begun in 1926. The Arcade is an early 20th century shopping mall with entrances to shops along an interior arcade and 
office space above. This project is an excellent example of how Downtown Albany is being reimaged as a residential hub, but also the challenges that many of these large buildings face.  Mirroring 
the building’s early construction pattern, the rehabilitation of this building had begun under a previous owner, but was abandoned. When the Sarraf brothers of Fairbank Properties took the building, 
the ground floor was approximately 25% occupied and the upper floors had been vacant for a considerable time as was evidenced by their deteriorated condition. After a year and a half and a $7 
million investment, the upper floors have been converted into 60 sleek luxury apartments. The arcade was restored to its former glory, removing the ceiling coverings, inappropriate light fixtures, 
and storefront treatments from a past renovation.  It is now a gleaming art deco corridor leading to high end retail space. This project was funded privately with a PILOT from the Albany Industrial 
Development Agency. Since opening in October 2015, more than two thirds of the apartments have been rented and a retail tenant is anticipated. 

1928
Downtown Albany Historic District

$7,000,000
1.5 Years
Federal & NYS Rehabilitation Tax 
Credits, AIDA PILOT, Private 
funds

Was: Vacant Commercial Building
Now: Residential/Commercial 
Building
87,246 sqft

Owner | Fairbank Properties
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1860s
Center Square/Hudson Park 
Historic District

$210,000
7 Months
Federal & NYS Rehabilitation Tax 
Credits, Private funds

Was: Vacant Three Family Home
Now: Two Family Home
2,400 sqft

Owner | Michael Gilhooly

Albany has over 800 vacant buildings and the majority are row houses that have been abandoned by their owners for a variety of reasons. Some get sucked into the foreclosure cycle, often making 
it more difficult to rehabilitate, given the length of time vacant solely during the foreclosure process, increasing the negative impact on the neighborhood. Many prior to their vacancy, and possibly 
a contributing factor, were “chopped up” into several small apartments, regardless of the buildings’ capacity and size. To be financially viable, many rehabs involve keeping the density at a higher 
level than one or two family, making it even more worth celebrating when a building is reduced in the number of units. 153 Dove Street was a three-family vacant building sold to Michael Gilhooly, 
a Washington Park resident and neighborhood rehabber, at the Albany County Foreclosure Auction. Gilhooly had already rehabilitated and restored several buildings on Dove Street and quickly 
scooped up this building to continue his neighborhood stabilization work. Once contractors entered the building, they found it needed immediate structural stabilization due to foundation collapse. 
This began the rehabilitation of the building into two apartments. The facade was restored with the cornice and lintels having been recreated from ghosts left on the building and from sister buildings 
along Dove Street. This project was a Federal and New York State rehabilitation tax credit project with a budget of $210,000. It was completed in seven months.
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RESTORAT ION

1879 • William M. Woollett
Washington Park Historic District

$200,000
4 Years
Private loans from preservation
-minded family and friends, SEFCU

Was: Vacant Single Family Home
Now: Single Family Home
5,998 sqft

Owners | Ronald J.  Nichols, Jr. 
& Moses Kafka
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This large 19th century mansion, with an abundance of stunning details and historic character, was built with high quality, long lasting materials that enabled it to survive deferred maintenance that 
eventually brought it to the brink. Owners Ronald Nichols and Moses Kafka faced many challenges to make it habitable once again and continue its use as a single family home, a rarity for historic 
homes of nearly 6,000 sq ft. Nichols and Kafka purchased and restored the vacant home with savings, property sales, and loans from preservation-minded friends and family. The $200,000 project 
included repairing the slate roof through which daylight readily shone, ousting a large variety of insects and vermin which had infested the home, addressing over 40 plumbing leaks in difficult to 
access locations, and reinstating a heating system that utilized the salvageable ornate radiators. Energy efficiency was significantly increased by sealing up cracks and leaks in the envelope and 
restoring the original windows and storms. Collapsed ceilings were replastered, buckled floors relaid, and an immense amount of stripping, refinishing, painting, and cleaning completed. Missing 
lighting fixtures, tubs, doors, etc. were replaced with architectural salvage when possible. Some work was done by Nichols and Kafka themselves and the rest by a fleet of highly skilled local craftsmen.
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5 8  N O R T H  P E A R L  S T R E E T

With the trend for downtown living rising, buildings previously rehabilitated are getting another look and another life. Instead of going ultramodern outside, many are returning the exteriors to their 
more historic look and saving the contemporary touches for the interior. The c.1890 building at 58 North Pearl Street was originally mixed-use with retail on the ground floor and office space on the 
upper floors. In 2014, Omni Development and Dawn Homes began converting the building into 29 market rate apartments above with the Steuben Street Market on the first floor. Steuben Street Market 
provides Downtown Albany with fresh fruit and vegetables along with locally sourced grocery goods and prepared foods. The conversion removed materials installed during a previous renovation 
of the ground floor and uncovered previously hidden details on the storefront and rear of the building. The project cost $3.5 million and used Federal and New York State Rehabilitation Tax Credits.  It 
took 15 months to complete.

c. 1890
Downtown Albany Historic District

$3,500,000
15 Months
Federal & NYS Rehabilitation Tax 
Credits, Private funds

Was: Commercial Building
Now: Residential/Commercial 
Building
55,146 sqft

Owner | Dawn Homes Management 



E X T E R I O R
RESTORAT ION

1797 • Philip Hooker
Individual Landmark

$2,000,000
1.5  Years
Parishioner Contributions & Capital 
Campaign

Remains: In Use Church

Owner | First Church in Albany

1 1 0  N O R T H  P E A R L  S T R E E T
F I R S T  C H U R C H  I N  A L B A N Y

Religious properties face a plethora of challenges. So much so that Historic Albany focused on vacant religious properties as a theme on the 2015 Endangered List and spend much of our advocacy 
efforts working on religious properties. With this in mind, it makes the exterior restoration of First Church in Albany, the oldest church in Albany and a direct tie to Albany’s rich Dutch heritage, all the 
more impressive and important. After over 200 years of exposure to the elements and inappropriate modifications throughout the 19th and 20th centuries, the iconic Hooker towers suffered greatly 
and the roofs on the sanctuary and parish house required considerable repairs. The scope of work included removing and reinstalling the slate roof on the parish house, asbestos abatement on the 
parish house roof, shoring a truss for the sanctuary roof, replacing the clock components to make the clock work again after 10 years of silence, installing a membrane roof on the bell tower, repairing 
and refinishing the greatly deteriorated columns along with their capitals and bases, removal of metal cladding and restoration of original wooden elements beneath, replacement of the sheet metal 
domes, and illumination of the towers, dome and acorn finials to highlight all of the work completed.  The project cost $2 million and was completely financed with contribution from parishioners and 
a capital campaign. No grant funds were used. The fundraising and planning happened over an eight year period and construction was completed in a year and a half.
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T A X  C R E D I T
A D A P T I V E  U S E

This year, Historic Albany highlighted two vacant public school buildings on the 2015 Endangered List. We now draw attention to another formerly vacant public school, the Philip Livingston Middle 
School on in North Albany. This building serves as a model for how a vacant school can be adapted and reused, maintaining the academic and architectural flavor of the building. Vacant since 2009, 
WinnDevelopment in partnership with the Albany Housing Authority, purchased the building in 2014, listed it on the National Register of Historic Places and began converting the 250,000 sq ft school 
into 103 apartments for mixed income residents 55 and over. The project faced several challenges such as a roof in poor condition, a poorly functioning heating system, and masonry problems with 
overgrowth, amongst other things. The electrical, heating, and plumbing systems were completely removed and replaced; and two new elevators were sensitively installed using the entrance area to 
the now mothballed auditorium. As much historic character as possible was kept. The hallways remain wide and open. Unused classroom doors were fixed in place and the unused auditorium and 
gymnasium were mothballed for future use. The now cleaned and repaired details on the tower and exterior are now creatively lit to showcase the Depression Era former school. The $30.4 million 
project was financed with a combination of Federal and New York State Low Income Housing Tax Credits, Federal and New York State Rehabilitation Tax Credits, and energy efficiency incentives,as 
well as other state and local incentives. The project from start to finish took 20 months.

1930-32 • Andrew L. Delehanty
Individual Landmark

$30,400,000
20 Months
Federal & NYS Rehabilitation Tax 
Credits, NYS Low Income Housing 
Tax Credits, Energy Incentives, 
Other NYS & Local Incentives 

Was: Vacant School Building
Now: Residential Building
250,000 sqft

Owner | WinnDevelopment
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FACADE RESTORATION
& STREET REVITALIZATION

Wellington Row, a block of State Street just down from the Capitol, has been one of Albany’s most prominent examples of disinvestment and vacancy since the 1980s. It was also one of Historic Albany’s 
largest and most famous advocacy cases. The row was on the verge of being demolished in the name of public safety in 2004. The demolition was thwarted by community efforts and Columbia 
Development purchased the heavily deteriorated row in 2006. After several plan revisions and much discussion between many stakeholders including Columbia Development and Historic Albany, the 
five State Street buildings began their epic journey from “eyesores” to downtown anchors. Numbers 132 - 138 were partially demolished with approximately 50 feet of each building and the façades 
remaining. The Wellington Hotel was shortened from its height of 11 stories to its original height, hearkening back to when it was a converted rowhouse, before the larger building was built. The former 
Berkshire Hotel at 140 State Street had deteriorated so badly that the interior floors had mostly collapsed and only the facade could be saved. Columbia Development with a large team of architects, 
craftsmen, contractors, and, most of all, visionaries designed and rebuilt behind the buildings, shored up the remaining structures to create 35,000 sq. ft of office space, 4 apartments, and 2,000 sq. ft of 
retail/food service space. The detailed façades were carefully restored with great care taken to match window, door, and storefront designs and profiles to their most significant orientation with the use 
of historic photographs. Masonry façades were repaired and infilled where needed with new and salvaged materials as seamlessly as possible.  The Wellington Hotel cornice and Elks Lodge railing 
were salvaged and safeguarded by Historic Albany prior to Columbia Development’s ownership. The pieces were recovered from the Architectural Parts Warehouse, restored, and put back into place 
by BBL Construction Services, with the exception of two cornice pieces that had been stolen, but were meticulously recreated and installed. The game changing $17 million project took 10 years from 
start to finish and was bolstered by grants from both Empire State Development and National Grid, and countless hours of consultation from the State Historic Preservation Office, Historic Albany and 
the City of Albany’s Historic Resource Commission. 
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Wc.1813 - 1912 • multiple architects

Downtown Albany Historic District

$17,000,000
10 years
NYS Empire State Development 
Funding, National Grid Grant, 
Private funds

Was: Vacant Commercial/Hotel/
Social Club Buildings
Now: Commercial/Residential 
Buildings
5 buildings • 89,071+ sqft

Owner | Columbia Development 
Companies
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T A X  C R E D I T
REHABILITATION

Large scale vacant buildings are often difficult to repurpose, requiring complex funding streams, taking years to plan, and teams of creative and tenacious minds to be successful. The massive and iconic 
hotel, which is a stone’s throw from the New York State Capitol, has been renovated many times which ultimately led to its partial vacancy. It has also had multiple interested parties that never quite 
managed to pull a project together. When the DeWitt Clinton Hotel closed in the 1970s, it was converted into senior housing. It then became low income housing in the 1980s and went vacant in 2006. 
The ballroom was used as an event facility, the State Room, for several years, but the muraled lobby and fondly remembered Shelf nightclub sat dormant. In 2014, Columbia Development purchased 
the building, committed to its restoration and brought it back to its original use: a hotel. Interior rehabilitation focused on returning the first floor –the main lobby, elevator lobby, and uncovered arcade 
– to its historic configuration. A unique feature of the lobby is a series of mural paintings by New York artist Victor White along the upper portions of the walls. Williamstown Art Conservation Center, 
affiliated with the Clark Art Institute in Massachusetts, sent four conservators to restore these paintings that include twelve depictions of historic events in and around Albany. The exterior façades of 
the building were restored, with repairs made to damaged and deteriorating brick and stone elements and late 20th-century infill removed to re-establish ground level storefronts on Eagle and State 
Streets. The project came to $51 million and was completed in just under two years. Its complex funding stream included New York State and Federal rehabilitation tax credits, bank financing, a New 
York State grant, and a grant from the utility company, National Grid.
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1926 • Kenneth Franzheim
Downtown Albany Historic District

$51,000,000
< 2 Years
Federal & NYS Rehabilitation Tax 
Credits, NYS Grant, Bank Funding, 
National Grid

Was: Vacant Hotel/Affordable Housing
Now: Hotel
196,344 sqft

Owners | Columbia Development 
Companies
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Though Historic Albany has already recognized the rehabilitation of Wellington Row, we feel that this row is so significant architecturally, and especially geographically, that we need to tip our 
proverbial hat to the businesses who have truly made this row come alive once again. Without being occupied by stable businesses, the rehabilitation would have been for nought. These businesses 
have transformed what was a seemingly quiet part of State Street, Albany’s most visible main street, and added much needed foot-traffic that bolsters Downtown vibrancy. Moving a business is never 
to be taken lightly, however, in the case of these five businesses, the location, a stone’s throw from the Capitol, could not be more convenient and better meet the needs of the companies. Historic 
Albany applauds the decisions of all to relocate to Wellington Row and for their valuable contribution to its rebirth. We hope their businesses continue to thrive even more given their urban Main Street 
location.
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MELTS • MANNATT, PHELPS, PHILLIPS
NYS INDUSTRIES FOR THE BLIND



RECONSTRUCTION
The Capital Region is known for our Dutch heritage; however, the cache of Dutch architecture is dwindling. Much of it has been lost or “remuddled” past the point of recognition. The north house of 
Coeymans House was in an extensively “remuddled” and unstable state when owners Paul and Sylvia Lawler decided to restore what they could and reconstruct the building. It had been converted to 
a garage by a previous owner and was nearly unrecognizable from its original design. Prior to any construction taking place, the building was carefully analyzed and evaluated by several local experts 
in Dutch design and construction. All original Dutch elements and design were preserved including the gable brickwork and leaded windows, wattle and daub side walls, jambless fireplaces, arched 
brick hearth and beams with corbel braces. The roofline, window configuration, and floor plan were confirmed by existing “clues” in the remaining framing. Added details such as the tile firebacks and 
shutters are based on designs from the manor house and a stored shutter. The excavation uncovered not only the original foundation and all of the foundation stones for the west end of the building, 
but also the skull of an elderly 18th century Caucasian woman who had been scalped. The project took three years, not including all of the research done previously on the house dating back to the 
1960s by local historian and Dutch expert John Stevens. The cost was kept to $200,000 by much work done by Lawler family members. 

c. 1698-1702
Individual Landmark

$200,000
3  Years + Research
Private Funding

Was: Private Residence Turned 
Garage
Now: Private Residence

Owner | Paul & Sylvia Lawler

2 8  S T O N E  H O U S E  H I L L  R O A D
COEYMANS HOUSE, COEYMANS
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101 FIRST STREET, TILLEY LOFTS
W A T E R V L I E T

As the Hudson Valley becomes Tech Valley, the industry the region was known for has created a wealth of vacant industrial buildings. Cohoes and Troy, among other Capital Region cities, have begun 
reusing their industrial buildings for residences. The former Tilley Ladder factory is one such building, bringing a higher form of historic preservation to Watervliet. The large building, with the 
assistance of Federal and New York State rehabilitation tax credits, was converted to 62 upscale loft apartments. This project focused on green design, sustainability and energy efficiency.  Utilizing 
several sustainable design mechanisms, including geo-thermal wells, this is the first market rate apartment project to attain LEED Platinum status. Tilley Lofts also lives up to its Tech Valley location by 
being quite “smart.”  Apartments are fitted with bluetooth locks, wireless thermostats and smart lighting controls that can all be accessed remotely via the residents’ phone. The cutting edge adaptive 
reuse was also financed in part by bank financing, developer equity and a NYSERDA grant in addition to rehabilitation tax credits totalling $9.2 million. Including listing the building on the National 
Register of Historic Places, the project took one year to complete.

1916
Individual Landmark

$9,200,000
1 Year
Federal & NYS Rehabilitation Tax 
Credits, NYSERDA Grants, Bank 
Financing, Private funds

Was: Vacant Industrial Building
Now: Residential Building

Owner | Redburn Development 
Companies



1874-5
Center Square/Hudson Park 
Historic District 

$15,000
2 Years
Private Funds

Remains: Single Family Home
2,520 sqft

Owners | Jennifer & John Quinn
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Wood windows have become more endangered with each passing winter.  They have been the subject of much advocacy nationally by the National Trust for Historic Preservation and locally by the 
Preservation League of New York State and Historic Albany Foundation. Historic wood windows are a critical part of a historic building, not only aesthetically, but functionally with how a building 
breathes, allowing air into a building while keeping heat in. Historic homeowners John and Jenny Quinn understood this quite well and decided for the best possible functionality of their home and 
energy efficiency to restore their wood windows and install new storms. While they were at it, they repaired and repainted the cornice.  The windows and cornice were restored over two years and 
had a budget of $15,000.
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1891
Center Square/Hudson Park 
Historic District

1 Summer
Private Funds

Remains: Single Family Home
2,732 sqft

Owner | Ron & Marie Bruschi

With this year’s slate of large scale projects, Historic Albany feels it is important to keep in mind that every effort made for a historic building is important and has a ripple effect in its community, 
however “small” it is. Ron and Marie Bruschi’s home at 28 Irving Street is a perfect example. A recently retired woodworker and house painter, Ron, spent much of the summer of 2014 on a lift installing 
missing decorative details that he had reproduced and repairing rotted portions of the bay window. All of his efforts were illuminated by a fresh polychrome paint scheme that highlighted the house’s 
lovely details. Ron’s efforts have not only improved his own home, but have brightened the entire row of historic homes and improved the historic streetscape as a whole. Ron’s expertise and ability to 
do the work himself kept the project to a modest cost and allowed the work to be done quickly over the summer of 2014.
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CHURCH OF ST.  VINCENT DE PAUL

Churches are not stationary buildings, but must grow and change with their congregation and their ecclesiastical needs. To better serve its parishioners, St. Vincent’s underwent a series of improvements 
including conversion to the centrally focused, Vatican II style floor plan and ADA compliance. The altar platform was carefully designed to have a ramp seamlessly integrated, making it possible for 
all congregants to participate in the Mass as fully as they choose. An innovative baptismal font was also put in that incorporates handmade ceramic tiles that were salvaged from the elementary school 
associated with the church. The renovation also installed restrooms on the main floor and air conditioning. To highlight the new floor plan to its best advantage as well as the newly freshened trompe 
l’oeil coffered ceiling, new LED lights were strategically installed in specialized focus lighting scenes that smoothly transition from one to the other. This $800,000 project was funded by capital project 
savings and a large fundraising campaign among parishioners. It took nearly a year to complete.

1903
Unlisted

$800,000
< 1 Year
Capital Project Savings & 
Parishioner Fundraising 
Campaign

Remains: In Use Church

Owner | St. Vincent de Paul 
Church
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C R E A T I V E
A D D I T I O N

123 SOUTH PINE AVENUE

Kitchens are quirky things. They are frequently the subject of renovations and while a historic building may have been altered little, the kitchen has most likely been redone several times.  When Bob 
and Deb Ward purchased their Arts and Crafts home in 2009, their kitchen sported perky kelly green plaid wallpaper and they knew they had their work cut out for them. Over the course of five years, 
their home and unforgettable 1970s kitchen underwent a complete transformation. The bright plaid wallpaper and antiquated appliances gave way to dark-finished wood cabinetry matching the color 
of the original woodwork, modern appliances, and contemporary pendants in a much more open space. A three-season porch along the back of the house was converted to a dining space connected 
to the new kitchen addition. This required rebuilding the porch foundation. The now large kitchen and dining area has a 24 foot built-in bench with storage along a sunny bank of windows. In addition 
to the kitchen, all of the windows and French doors were restored along with their hardware, a set of bookcase doors discovered in a basement closet were restored and installed, a formerly removed 
window was reinstalled, the main roof and dormer roofs were replaced, and the sleeping porch was restored.  

1913
Unlisted

5 Years
Private Funds

Remains: Single Family Home

Owner | Deborah & Robert Ward
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1820-1920
Individual Landmark

39 Years
Grants & Fundraising Campaigns

Remains: Functioning Shaker 
Heritage Site

Owner | Albany County
Operator | Shaker Heritage Society

S H A K E R  H E R I T A G E  S O C I E T Y
2 5  M E E T I N G  H O U S E  R O A D

The Watervliet Shaker site is the first Shaker settlement in the United States and is a nationally significant cluster of three communities or families, the Church, West, and South Families. Since 1977,  
the Shaker Heritage Society has served as an internationally recognized resource for interpretation of the history, ideals, and cultural identity of the Shakers. They advocate for the preservation of 
all three family sites, especially in the face of mounting development pressure, and are the stewards of the buildings that remain at the Church Family site. To that end, the Shaker Heritage Society is 
continually researching, restoring, and improving the remaining buildings. In 2005, they developed a master plan for the site which led to the restoration of the 1848 Meeting House (a 2007 Preservation 
Merit Award winning project), the stabilization of the roof and chimney of the 1856 Drying House, the construction of a new footbridge across Shaker Creek to unify the site and improve pedestrian 
access, and most recently the completion of a $405,000 stabilization effort that included roof repairs and replacement and major foundation repairs on the manure shed. The stabilization will lead to 
the manure shed being converted into handicap accessible restrooms (not quite adaptive reuse) for the barn complex and special events held there. It was funded by a combination of grants from  
the New York State Dormitory Authority (via a legislative grant through former Assemblyman Bob Reilly), Albany County, Preservation League of New York State, Hunsdorfer Foundation and Bender 
Family Foundation.
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Federal Building 
1884
Individual Landmark

D & H Building
1914-15 • Marcus T. Reynolds
Individual Landmark

38 Years
Remain: Education Administration 
Buildings

Owners | State University of 
New York
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This year’s Sustainable Cities Award celebrates not only the preservation of three stellar downtown buildings, but The State University of New York’s continued dedication to Albany’s downtown. The 
State University Plaza site located at the base of State Street includes the former Delaware and Hudson Railroad headquarters building, the Albany Evening Journal building, and the Old Federal 
Building. The facility was acquired by The State University of New York and after rehabilitation, SUNY moved into the facility in June of 1978. The exterior site and plaza center entrance have been used 
the past 35 years without any significant upgrades or improvements. Several phased work efforts  were planned to renovate both the exterior and center drive and then the Plaza Building’s Center 
Tower doors and lobby area. The goal of the projects was to re-open the plaza in front of the SUNY System Administration buildings as public green space for the surrounding community.  The Federal 
Building also received considerable attention. The original courtrooms were treated to extensive plaster repairs and wood doors and panelling were refinished to their original color and luster. The 
AV, electrical, lighting, and sprinkler systems were also sensitively redone, in many cases using uncovered original electrical ducts. All improvements made it possible for 21st century technology to 
be quietly and sensitively incorporated, making the architecture shine once again.  
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Before:	
Front	Courtroom	



RICHARD NICHOLSON
While our Preservation Merit Awards focus on buildings that have been restored or rehabilitated, each year, we also like to recognize local people who have made considerable contributions to our 
community and historic preservation. This year, Historic Albany spotlights the efforts of one historic preservationist who has had a major impact on the city’s historic built environment. Native of New 
Jersey, Richard Nicholson has been a fixture on the Albany preservation scene since he joined West Hill Improvement Corporation in 1982 and then the City of Albany Planning Department on January 
21,1986. Rich received his Bachelor’s Degree in  History of Architecture from the University of Virginia in 1979 and then went on to complete a Master’s of Historic Preservation and Conservation from 
Cornell University in 1981. He then became the staff member for the Historic Resources Commission, which was created by the combination of the Capitol Hill Review Commission and the Historic 
Sites Commission in 1988 . Through his role with the Commission, Rich has overseen the maintenance, repair, rehabilitation, adaptive use, and restoration of   1,000s of buildings; approving paint palettes 
and guiding contractors to use a gentler touch, to reviewing multi-million dollar block long façade restorations    and neighborhood - wide infill construction projects.   As the planner for the Historic 
Resources Commission, Rich  expertly administered the Historic Resources Commission Ordinance without bias and guided the nine Commissioners to get the best possible outcome for the buildings 
within the existing legislation. Rich has been involved in numerous neighborhood and city-wide planning efforts and was oftentimes the lone voice within the local government for Albany’s historic 
architecture.  Additionally, Rich has been a stalwart supporter of Albany’s cultural heritage organizations. We thank Rich for his 30 years shepherding projects and herding Commissioners and wish 
him well in his retirement from city planning, which gives him more time to enjoy his family, but also more time to be a historic preservationist (you never retire from historic preservation).
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